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......Raimondi launches new crane…..Skyking/King Highway bought……TVH on the acquisition trail ......
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The next issue of Cranes & Access scheduled for early September will feature: Spider/mini 
cranes, Large Rough Terrain scissor lifts, the annual Top 30 Rental company survey, Safety 
equipment and remote controls. If you have any contributions or suggestions or are interested in 
advertising in this issue, please contact our editorial or sales teams.

Pick & carry  
cranes 47

Although there have 
been few major 

developments in the 
industrial pick & carry 

crane market, there has been significant growth 
in other types of equipment capable of lifting 
and carrying a load. We review some of the 

equipment available.

Vertikal Days  
review  50

The biggest and best 
Vertikal Days also 

happened to be the 
10th at Haydock Park. 

We take a look at 
some of the highlights.

Engines 59
The subject of engine emissions has dominated 
construction equipment development - both on 

and off road - for the past decade or more. With 
Stage V looming, we take a look at the detail and 

hopefully clarify the situation.
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On the cover:
The new 5.66 metre working height 
Genie GRC-12 is a newly designed 
version of the Genie Runabout 
Contractor and features saloon  
doors with extension deck to provide  
easier access to operators carrying 
tools and materials.

17 City cranes and small ATs

25 Industrial access  

59 Engines
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In the next C&A

Dealer guide  37
  Our annual UK/Ireland dealer guide and 

source guide lists all the 
crane, access, telehandler and 

ancillary equipment currently 
manufactured along with the 

contact details of the distributors 
for the UK and Ireland.

Comment 5
News 6

King Highway acquired, Nationwide adds spiders, 
Raimondi unveils MRT159, Custom appoints 
Collé, TVH acquires Industrial Access, Latest 

Böckers for Berry Cranes, 
KBW and Ascorel team 

up, Liebherr consolidates 
in USA, Teupen opens UK 
facility, Werner invests in 

UK, Three Katos for City Lifting, New forestry 
crane from Hiab, Chinese plant for Wacker 

Neuson, Interlift adds Hewden depots, Klubb 
moves into Benelux, Financials round-up.

City cranes and  
small ATs 17

Kato has re-entered the European market with a 
range of three City cranes from 13 to 35 tonnes 
capacity. We chart the development of the City 
crane as well as profiling UK-based Reeds Bray 
Cranes which specialises in small capacity ATs.

Industrial access 25
July and August have traditionally been the 
time for plant shut-down maintenance and 

repair programmes. Access equipment plays 
a major part in any work 

above ground. We take 
a look at the various 

equipment options as well 
as examining a real-world 

example and ask which type 
of equipment is the best for 

the job.

10 YEARS 2016

There is only one boss - the customer - and he can fire everybody in the company from the 
chairman on down simply by spending his money somewhere else      

Sam Walton
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For users & buyers of lifting equipment

Restraint or arrest - a point to consider

As this issue was going to press, reports came in of another fatality 

after a truck hit a platform, ejecting both men from the basket. 

It would appear that although both were wearing harnesses one 

survived, but badly injured, while the other did not.  

It seems that both were using long lanyards.

Let me say from the outset that it is good news that the use of harnesses in booms has grown 

enormously in recent years and is now generally accepted as  

good work practice at least throughout Europe, Australasia and North America. Whether or not 

operators are wearing the correct harness and lanyard and whether they are correctly attached is 

another matter. 

This incident highlights some worrying aspects regarding lanyards - their length and the anchor 

points. Like any equipment, the lanyard has to be used in accordance with manufacturers’ guidelines 

and be correct for the application. It may be for fall restraint or fall arrest - there is a big difference. 

As IPAF’s Clunk Klick campaign promotes - you should always wear a full body harness with a SHORT 

lanyard when using a boom type platform. This is a fall restraint system that physically prevents 

the wearer from being thrown from the basket by a sudden movement/catapult effect. Fall restraint 

systems prevent the wearer getting into trouble in the first place - ie physically stopping a roofer 

getting close to the edge and risking a fall etc… These lanyards are available in a variety of lengths 

or are adjustable for use in different situations. In a boom lift the short lanyard is not intended to 

allow the operator much movement, in order to keep him in the basket. However this is a reason why 

longer lanyards are often used - but if too long they no longer restrain.

As we all too often see, if there is a sudden ‘catapult’ movement - from the platform being hit by a 

truck, driving over a curb etc - those with too long a lanyard can be thrown out. If they are lucky, 

they are left dangling from the platform without serious injury. I say lucky because the lanyard anchor 

points in many platforms are not designed to cope with the full forces of a 100+kg operator dropping 

say 1.8 metres before stopping dead, and in many cases will fail. 

The anchor point for a fall arrest lanyard has to meet high static and dynamic test loads for 1.8 or 

even two metre drops. Fall arrest systems are not generally recommended for use in aerial work 

platforms due to the loading they can impose on the platform, not to mention the fact that if the 

platform is too close to the ground they will not work at all. 

So even if you are wearing a harness in a boom check the lanyard length and anchor point to ensure 

you are properly protected.

Mark Darwin

Comment and feedback is most welcome via post, email, fax or phone stating  

if we may publish them or not: editor@vertikal.net
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